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comparisons the 80
8 value for each corresponding 80

B is listed in the second 
column of Table XVI. These 80

8 values were taken from Table XV. Exami
n~tion of 808 and OoE shows that 808 = 80

B within the experimental error 
gIven .or within ±5%, :vhichever is greater, for all of the elements except 
beryllIum, vanadlWl1, lllckel, and white tin. The reason for the discrepancies 
for vanadium and nickeIH". is not understood, but the discrepancies for 
beryllium and white tin may be due to an anisotropic contribution to tho 
specific heat'" (which has a T'dependence) which had not been taken into ac
c~unt when the low-temperature data were evaluated. Because of the spar
sity of data, no plot of 80

B values is given here; but such a plot would be 
expected to be similar to Fig. 21 since OoE ~ 80

B• 
There arc many more data available for 8,.,8 than for 80B • The corre

sponding 829,8 values are not included ill Table XVI, but a comparison of 
829,B to 82988 is found in Table XVIII along with several other comparisons 
of Debye temperatures. Close examination of the data for 8,.8E /O,.,s shows 
that only about 42% of the experimental values of 829'£ lie within 100/.: 
?f 8"88 and 70% lie within 20% of O""s. This suggests that 8'~88 = 8,) 
IS a rather poor approximation, as compared with 8u8 = 80

B • Further 
analysis reveals that 27 of the 60 0",£ val ues are smaller than the corre
sponding 0""88 values. This indicates that there is no systematic discrepancy 
between 8",8 and 0",£; e.g., 8m" is generally not smaller than 8,~,8. 

The Debye temperatures obtained from elastic consto.nts, O",E, for 
~he rare earths are shown in Fig. 22b. Tbe agreement of 8,."E with 8,..s 
IS reaso.nable for the rare earths lanthanum through samarium, and also 
for terbIUm. The agreement becomes poorer as the atomic number increascs. 

Diamond, Alwnintllll, I ron, Copper, Sib'cr, and Tungstell. The Debye 

''''11'01. added in proo.!: J. A. :,rorrison and L. S. Saller (Phys. Leite,. 9, \10 (1964) ) 
bavo .hown that ,r hIgher order tcrms (8"eh as 7', P, elc.) arc incluurU in Eq. 
(13.1), then the rcsultIng 00$ value for vanndium is in agrcc.mcnt with the OoB value. 

.Ot C. W. Garland and J. Silvcrm!lll, J. CiI.",. Pilys. 34, 781 (J9GI). 
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temperatures, 829,E, given by PostI07 for diamond, aluminum, iron , copp<'r. 
silver, and tungsten are not included in the average values listed in Tuble 
XVI because Post's values arc significantly smaller than the othel' vulues 
given in the literature. 

Zinc. The Debre temperature given by MasinglO8 for zinc (303°K ) is 
significantly larger than Post's value (231 °K),'07 but since Post's value is 
in much better agreement with 829,8 than Masing's value, the lower value 
was listed in Table XVI. 

19. DEBYE. TBMPERATURE FROM ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY 

The Debye tempcrnture may be calculated from the temperatUl'e 
dependence of the electrical resistivity.'" The values obtained in this 
maImer are given in Table XYII under the heading 8m

R
• The subscript III 

signifies that 011 is an average value which fits the experimental data over 
a wide range of temperatures. In general these ranges are as largo as 
~200K to 500° or GODoK, and thus the values should correspond closely 
to those obtained by other techniques at 298°1(, e.g., 829.8 and 8,.,". 

In general the 8,.R values obtained from different sources agree with 
one another within about ±25°K, which indicates that 8m

R values lire 
probably not more accurate than that. Because of the lack of sufficient 
data, no plots were made for these Debye temperatures. The 8m

u values 
range from a minimwn of 37°J( for mercury to a maximum of 495°K 
for chromium. A comparison of 8m

ll with 02988 is given in Table XYUI. 
Close examination reveals that ouly about one-third (34%) of the 8mR 

values lie within ±10% of the corresponding 8,.88 values and that o.bout 
two-thirds (08%) lie within ±25% of 829,8. Hence the agreement between 
8mR and 8,.,8 is poorer than it is bet,,·een 8"8" and 8, ... 5 (Section 18). Further
more, there is a tendency for 8m

R to be larger than 8,,,,8, i.e., 71% of the 
8.,R values are larger than the corresponding 82988 values. Thus we find 
that 8m

R > 829,8 is probably a better approximation than 8m
R = 029,8. 

20. DEBYE TEMn:llATURE FROM THERMAL EXPANSION 

The derivation of the Debye tempemture from thermal expansion 
measurements is discussed by Blackman" and therefore no det.ails will be 
given here. The values for tho Debye temperatures as determined from 
thermal expansion (dillltometric) data, OmD , are listed in Table XYIf. 
The subscript 111 has the same significance as mentioned above for Om

R 
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